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Take a journey through the Museum to explore structures.
All inquiries can be discovered through your own
observations.
On Sunday afternoons only, when you’ve finished the
Museum Discovery Quest, stop by the Education Table in
the Front Lobby and get a free Take It n’ Make It activity
packet to extend the fun and learning at home!

First Floor
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What is a
structure?
A building or
other object
constructed
from several
parts.

HERITAGE HALL
You are entering the original 1898 building. Go to
the Post Master’s Office.

>> Find the three drawings submitted for

the design of this building. Which one is your
favorite? Why?

>> Examine the eight materials that were

used to construct this building. Which ones
do you see in this room?

>> Peek into the cut-out circles in the drawing of the building’s design.

Discover and identify what material was used where.

>> Look at the drawing of the building’s design. What are

the two main shapes you see?

Lower Level
HUFF & PUFF EXPRESS
MODEL TRAINS
Find the bridges from this photo
in the Model Trains diorama.
These bridges are called
truss bridges.

>> A truss bridge is a structure

of connected parts that form
squares, with a support beam
inserted diagonally in the middle
of each square. This beam creates two of
what geometric shape?
This shape distributes the weight evenly and produces the strongest structures
in engineering.

>> Investigate the

truss bridge that says
“ Livingstone Bridge Co”
on the top of it. This is an
example of a vertical-lift
bridge. Why do you think it
is called that?
Examine all the intricate
parts. How do you think it
works?

Lower Level
MEMORY LANE
This is the original
structure built in 1842. It is
constructed entirely of three materials found in nature
around them.
Investigate the outside of the house.

>> No nails were needed in the building of this

house. How do the logs fit and stay together as one
structure? Hint: Notice the corners.

>> A mud or clay mixture (called “ chinking” ) was

applied in between the logs. ( The cement in this
log house is a simulation). Can you find two other
natural materials that were often mixed in with the mud?
Hint: Scan about four rows up, about five feet left of the
front door.
Why do you think the areas between the logs were filled
with chinking?

FUN FACT:
Historic log
cabins used
a rock under
each corner to
serve as the
foundation.
Where else on
the outside of
this structure do
you find rocks
and stones?

Beyond The Museum
>> In your day-to-day life, look at buildings, bridges, houses and other structures.

Notice how much of structural engineering is based upon simple geometric
shapes.

>> Just past the Museum on 2nd Street is the historic Doghill District, with

examples of architectural styles from the 1860s to the 1950s.

>> Only a short drive from downtown Clarksville, Historic Collinsville

Pioneer Settlement features 16 restored log houses and outbuildings. Visit
historiccollinsville.com to learn more.

>> You can view several truss bridges in Clarksville. The closest one is across the

Cumberland River near Riverside Drive.

Targeted to elementary school-aged children, Museum Discovery
Quests are self-guided learning adventures that create a fun journey
through Museum exhibits. This activity is designed to draw children in,
fuel their curiosity and help them make connections between Museum
objects and exhibits, as well as to their everyday lives. The theme
of the Museum Discovery Quest will change regularly and will be
available at the Front Desk in the Museum Lobby.
On Sunday afternoons only, when you’ve finished the Museum
Discovery Quest, stop by the Education Table in the Front Lobby and
get a free Take It n’ Make It activity packet to extend the fun and
learning at home!
For more about the Museum’s Education Programs,
visit our website at customshousemuseum.org or scan
the QR code with your smartphone.

